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In 1974, French aerialist Philippe Petit threw a tightrope between the two towers of the World Trade

Center and spent an hour walking, dancing, and performing high-wire tricks a quarter mile in the

sky. This picture book captures the poetry and magic of the event with a poetry of its own: lyrical

words and lovely paintings that present the detail, daring, and--in two dramatic foldout spreads-- the

vertiginous drama of Petit's feat.The Man Who Walked Between the Towers is the winner of the

2004 Caldecott Medal, the winner of the 2004 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award for Picture Books,

and the winner of the 2006 Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Children's Video.
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After the events of September 11 there was an odd movement on behalf of the children's book

publishers to explain the event in picture book form for the benefit of the little ones. Some of these

attempts verged on the callous (paper cut airplanes flying into paper cut buildings) while others were

nice thoughts but ultimately raised more questions than they answered ("Fireboat", for example). In

the case of Mr. Mordicai Gerstein, however, a happy medium was reached. Here is a book that is all

about the Twin Towers, but it does not linger on their fate. A mere two years after the events of



9/11, this book is an eloquent and elegant elegy to a moment when the Twin Towers helped to bring

the world a great deal of wonder and joy.The story is based on the true tale of one Philippe Petit. A

French aerialist, Petit was adept at juggling, unicycle riding, and (as it happened) tightrope walking.

When construction finished on the Twin Towers in 1974, Petit happened upon the crazy notion of

walking between them. The man was no stranger to such a stunt. He had, after all, walked between

the towers of the Notre Dame Cathedral back in his native France. After asking the Tower's owners

for permission, his request was quickly declined. To be allowed would fly in the face of a million

safety regulations, after all. The quick thinking Petit reasoned that all that was left was to go ahead

and do it anyway. Involving some friends, a construction disguise, and a four hundred and forty

pound reel of cable, Petit successfully made it to the roof of one tower in the night and connected

the line between the towers with help. Then, as the dawn broke, he did his famous walk across.
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